




























































APPROVAL PROCESS:

P: 480.368.7446
F: 480.368.7454

info@image360scottsdale.com

8230 E. Raintree Dr.
Suite 101

Scottsdale, AZ  85260

Please respond over email with:

∞ APPROVED (if everything looks good

and you have reviewed everything closely)

∞ NOT APPROVED (if you have any

revisions/edits OR if you have any questions)

Each order includes an initial proof
and one revision. Each additional
proof is charged at $15.00 each.

This proof is an original rendering by
Image360. Reproduction of this design
or construction based on this design
is prohibited and subject to legal
                           remedy.

5/23/17

Proof #:

Date:

3A

Order #:

Client:

On Track Tutoring

Project:

Wall Signs

It is the client's responsibility to ensure that the proof is correct in all areas. Please be sure to double-check spelling, grammar, layout, color, sizes, quantities and design before APPROVING the proof. We are happy to fix any errors before APPROVAL or 
answer any questions. The final product will look like as shown on this proof with the exception of some logos/art may appear blurry because the proof is low resolution. We can email a screen shot of any areas you are concerned about at 100% size to 
show how it will print. If a proof containing errors is approved by the client, it is the client’s responsibility for payment of all original costs of printing, including corrections and reprints.

SIGN UP THROUGH SCOTTSDALE QUILTS!
CLIENT RESPONSIBILITY:  Electrical must be within 5' of sign.  Each sign requires a 120 V 20 amp dedicated circuit unless otherwise noted. 
Image360 is NOT responsible for condition of electrical.  Image360 must be given access to the back of the sign.  Additional charges may apply.

78321

1/2” thick black acrylic letters
Stud mounted into wall
Non-illuminated

15”

117”

T-5.4”

J-8.6”



APPROVAL PROCESS:

P: 480.368.7446
F: 480.368.7454

info@image360scottsdale.com

8230 E. Raintree Dr.
Suite 101

Scottsdale, AZ  85260

Please respond over email with:

∞ APPROVED (if everything looks good

and you have reviewed everything closely)

∞ NOT APPROVED (if you have any

revisions/edits OR if you have any questions)

Each order includes an initial proof
and one revision. Each additional
proof is charged at $15.00 each.

This proof is an original rendering by
Image360. Reproduction of this design
or construction based on this design
is prohibited and subject to legal
                           remedy.

5/23/17

Proof #:

Date:

3B

Order #:

Client:

On Track Tutoring

Project:

Wall Signs

It is the client's responsibility to ensure that the proof is correct in all areas. Please be sure to double-check spelling, grammar, layout, color, sizes, quantities and design before APPROVING the proof. We are happy to fix any errors before APPROVAL or 
answer any questions. The final product will look like as shown on this proof with the exception of some logos/art may appear blurry because the proof is low resolution. We can email a screen shot of any areas you are concerned about at 100% size to 
show how it will print. If a proof containing errors is approved by the client, it is the client’s responsibility for payment of all original costs of printing, including corrections and reprints.

SIGN UP THROUGH SCOTTSDALE QUILTS!
CLIENT RESPONSIBILITY:  Electrical must be within 5' of sign.  Each sign requires a 120 V 20 amp dedicated circuit unless otherwise noted. 
Image360 is NOT responsible for condition of electrical.  Image360 must be given access to the back of the sign.  Additional charges may apply.

78321

1/2” thick black acrylic letters
Stud mounted into wall
Non-illuminated

25”

80”

T-5.4”

J-8.6”


